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Bring your life with the new rugged and versatile 
Thule Chasm duffel bag 
 
Thule is dedicated to finding new ways that make it easier for people to 
bring their life when travelling, no matter what you want to bring. The brand 
new Thule Chasm duffel is a versatile and robust bag that will hold just 
about anything. Available in sizes from x-small to x-large, 27 to 130 litres, 
Thule Chasm is the ideal companion on any travel adventure – big or small. 
 
Many people are keen to find a bag that can be used for different types of travels. 
Whether it is going on an adventure in the outdoors or an active weekend trip to a big 
city. 
 
 “When developing the Chasm series, we focused on two concepts ‒ strap management 
and ease of access”, says Graham Jackson, Global Product Manager Thule Group. “We 
made sure the shoulder straps were easily removable and the duffel bag straps able to 
cleanly store along the side of the bag. When looking at ease of access, the oversized 
wide mouth opening makes packing a breeze. And when in a roof box or airplane 
overhead, you can easily access the bag’s contents.” 
 
The new Thule Chasm is rugged and water resistant duffel that comes in five different 
sizes and a wide array of colours. Depending on the size, Thule Chasm can carry most 
things needed when travelling. The 27 and 40 litre bags are great for the gym or around 
town, the 70 litre for weekend trips and the 90 and 130 litre duffels are perfect for longer 
adventures or expeditions. 
 
With an oversized, wide mouth opening, side access and removable, padded straps, 
Thule Chasm is both easy to pack and carry – even as a backpack. Internal mesh 
pockets make it convenient to organize and store belongings that must be easy to reach. 
And a padded bottom cushion provides support for more fragile items. The daisy chain 
lash points even make it possible to attach the duffel to a roof rack or to add gear to the 
bag. 
 
Thule Chasm will be available in selected stores in mid-October 2013. 
 
Facts – Thule Chasm 

 Easy to pack and find gear – oversized, wide mouth opening 

 Easy to reach – practical side access 

 Easy to convert backpack straps – carry on shoulder or as backpack  

 Convenient interior mesh pockets for organizing smaller items 

 Made of durable waterproof tarpaulin fabric 

 Available in five sizes, ranging from 27 to 130 litres, and several attractive colours   
 
Thule on Facebook: www.facebook.com/thulebringyourlife 
Thule on YouTube: www.youtube.com/thule  
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For more information, please contact: 
Graham Jackson 
Global Product Manager Group Thule Group 
E-mail: graham.jackson@thule.com  
Mobile: +1 (303) 652 1055 
 
or 
 
Fredrik Erlandsson 
Senior Vice President Communications Thule Group 
E-mail: fredrik.erlandsson@thule.com  
Phone: +46 (0)40 635 90 04 
Mobile: +46 (0)70 309 00 21 
 
The Thule Group Press Room (product images and more info):  
http://www.thulegroup.com/press 
 

 
About Thule 
The Thule brand was established in Sweden in 1942. Thule is now a premium brand that is 
used around the world. Under the motto Bring your life, Thule offers a wide assortment of 
accessories to simplify the transportation of your gear and equipment in a secure, safe and 
stylish way. Roof racks, bike and water sport carriers, roof boxes, accessories for recreational 
vehicles, trailers for the active life (horses, boats etc), snow chains as well as luggage bags and 
bike bags are just some examples of what Thule currently offers. 
Thule is the largest brand in the Thule Group. 
 
For more information, please visit www.thule.com 
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